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FEATURE STORY

FINANCIAL CONSTRAINTS ONCE CAUSED SAWERA TO GIVE
UP HER SCHOOLING; SHE ROSE TO BECOME HER FAMILY’S
BREADWINNER DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
A glowing smile adorns Sawera’s
face as she deftly works her
sewing machine to stitch clothes
at her home. Her talent and
accomplishments are a testament
to the fact that every girl has
the innate potential to grow if
given positive reinforcement and
capacity building opportunities.
Sawera is a young lady of 20 years.
She belongs to the village of Pir
Bux Samoo in district Jamshoro,
Sindh. Her village is 6 km away
from the town of Kotri. Sawera
is the eldest among her siblings.
She always took a keen interest in
studies, a quality encouraged by
her mother.
Sawera attended her village school
till 8th class but due to financial
constraints she could not continue
her education.
Like many rural households,
Sawera’s family income depended
on a single source of income. Her
father is a skilled labourer and the
only breadwinner of their family.
This circumstance, however, would
change. Sawera had an ambitious
to learn tailoring, a desire she
shared with her mother.
Observing her daughter’s
eagerness to learning the craft,
Sawera’s mother told her about
the Technical and Vocational Skills
Training (TVST) component of the
EU-funded SUCCESS Programme.
Perhaps an opportunity would arise
for Sawera to fulfil her ambition.
Sawera’s mother made sure to
mention the need of tailoring in
their household’s Micro Investment
Plan (MIP).

During the training need assessment,
Sawera was selected as a TVST
beneficiary for the tailoring course.
Sawera was a quick learner
and a deft worker, proving her
mettle by mastering the art in
half the training course time.
After completing her training,
she wanted to begin applying her
newfound skill. Unfortunately,
she didn’t have a sewing machine.
Sawera’s neighbours came forward
to support her by offering their
own sewing machine for a few
hours’ practice. This solution,
however, could not be continued
sustainably in the long-term if
Sawera was going to be become a
full-time seamstress.
Her trouble was solved when her
mother was awarded an Income
Generating Grant (IGG) of PKR
20,000 under the EU-funded
SUCCESS programme. Together,
they used the grant to purchase
a sewing machine and pieces of
cloth. Armed with her own set
of tools, Sawera started to put
her skill to use. Within days she
excelled in her work and began
receiving stitching orders from the
villagers. Sawera’s current monthly
earnings from her trade range
between PKR 12,000 and 15,000.
Sawera and her mother’s decision
was an astute long-term investment
which paid off when the COVID-19
pandemic broke out in Pakistan,
causing the government to enforce a
lockdown.
As a result, Sawera’s father was
not able to obtain any work and
it became difficult for family to

Sawera proudly poses with her sewing machine and
colourful tailoring handiwork

manage household expenses.
“God has prepared us for some
special moments,” says Sawera
as she recalls this time. “I used to
sew clothes to sell in the village
and our household expenses
were managed with the money I
earned. I feel proud and I believe
having a skill pays off in adverse
financial times … I urge all women
to benefit from such trainings
because this helps to be financially
independent.”
The TVST opportunity has also been
the key to re-opening the gates to
Sawera’s education.
Her father wants her to enroll in
9th class so that she can continue
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her studies. Sawera’s father
feels proud of his daughter’s
achievement; he thinks that boys
are not the only ones who can
bring change and support the
family. “If we encourage girls, then
they can also bring change and can
overcome all difficulties” he stated.
Sawera is now a role model for her
community. “My message to other
women and girls is to be stronger
and never consider themselves
weak. We are all stronger and
able to build our own lives just as
equally and capably as men. Just
have faith in yourself and put your
efforts to succeed in every walk of
life.”
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KEY HIGHLIGHTS
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DISASTER RISK MANAGEMENT

SINDH GOVERNMENT’S
POVERTY REDUCTION EFFORTS
SUSTAINED DESPITE COVID-19

UNITED WE STAND, DIVIDED
WE FALL: HOW COMMUNITIES
TACKLED THE CRISES OF 2020

Despite the COVID-19 challenges
in the province, the Government
of Sindh (GoS) continued to
take tangible steps towards
implementing the Poverty
Reduction Strategy (PRS)
approved in October, 2018.
Under PRS Strategy 3, the GoS
has included the ‘Establishment
of Rural Growth Centres’ in the
provincial Annual Development
Plan 2020-21 with an allocation
of PKR 4 billion and specific
inclusion of the first pilot RGC
site at Chuhar Jamali in district
Sujawal. The SUCCESS Technical
Assistance (TA) Team, along with
the Directorate of Urban Policy
& Strategic Planning (UPSP)
continued to work actively on the
Chuhar Jamali RGC, collaborating
with the Planning and
Development Department (P&D)
to gain approval for the PC1 of the
Project Implementation Unit (PIU)
with the provision of PKR 500
million for the current year.
Developing the Monitoring &
Evaluation (M&E) framework
for the PRS is underway:
development of a RGC area
baseline for Chuhar Jamali has
begun while the baseline survey
of Taluka Shahbundar, Chuhar
Jamali, Sujawal District by Bureau
of Statistics (BoS) is starting
soon. The TA team assisted
the M&E Cell, P&D, and BoS in
creating a basic template for
the survey questionnaire as well
as primary and secondary data

collection. A proposal for the
survey including methodology
and costs has been approved by
P&D. A decision-making meeting
on the baseline survey execution
was held with Mr. Mohammad
Ali Khoso, Director General
M&E Cell, along with Mr. Faisal
Uqaili, Director General UPSP,
and representatives of BoS and
SUCCESS TA. Enumerator training
will begin soon with the TA Team
as co-organisers.
During the COVID-19 lockdown,
the UPSP and TA Team produced
a major report for P&D on the
establishment of the Chuhar
Jamali RGC pilot with the
aim of providing details for
relevant stakeholders on the
implementation of planned
infrastructural initiatives. The
report also highlights the
expected economic opportunities
for the surrounding communities
in the RGC area. The TA team
also produced a research report
on enterprise development
for GoS and EUD with special
focus on small and mediumsized enterprise (SME) concepts
and implementation potential
for urban economic clusters
(UECs) under PRS Strategy 2.
These reports used primary
data through stakeholder
consultations and district visits
to present design modification
recommendations in the light
of the PRS for sustainable,
scalable, and effective enterprise
development models for Sindh.

Ms. Ghulam Fatima sits with her children in a grocery shop opened through a CIF loan

The year of 2020 has not been
easy on the rural communities
of Sindh. The outbreak of the
COVID-19 global pandemic in
Pakistan in March 2020 was
only the beginning of a series of
natural disasters that included a
lockdown-induced economic crisis
and flash floods with far-reaching
social, financial, environmental,
and health-related consequences.
Despite the overwhelming odds,
the women-led community
institutions fostered under the EUfunded SUCCESS programme not
only provided rural communities
with an efficient framework in
COVID-19 frontline response
activities but it was also observed
that women beneficiaries of
SUCCESS components used their
previously acquired grants and
skills to evade financial hardships
during the lockdown period. The
message was clear: prior planning
and capacity building better
equips communities in disaster
risk management and helps in
building resilience of communities
for disaster shocks. The efforts
and achievements of the SUCCESS
rural community partners and
the Rural Support Programmes
include:
Mobilising Pre-Existing
Vocational Skills and Assets

The SUCCESS TA and UPSP teams attend
meeting with the Secretary of Education GoS
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The national lockdown enforced
by the Pakistan Government had
disproportionate implications
for the country’s urban and rural
populations. Some of the major
hurdles faced by Sindh’s rural
communities included severely
curtailed access to urban markets
and a sudden loss of work for

daily wage labourers and migrant
workers. Women beneficiaries
of Technical and Vocational
Skills Training (TVST), Income
Generating Grants (IGG), and
Community Investment Funds
(CIF) throughout the SUCCESS
programme districts stepped
up to innovatively apply their
previously acquired skills and
assets to support their families
during the adversity. Small
grocery shops opened by women
using CIF loans became crucial
supply chain points for rural
villages. Women with vocational
skills training in crafts like tailoring
and baking started ‘work from
home’ businesses. Still other
women like Ms. Banno from
Village Siddique Parai, NRSP
district Sujawal decided to sell the
calf she had bought with an IGG
grant before the Islamic holiday of
Eid-ul-Adha when livestock market
demands would be high to make
ends meet.
Creating Alternative Work
Opportunities under
Infrastructure Schemes
Another SUCCESS component
which turned out to be an
important alternate source of
income to rural communities
during the lockdown was
the Community Physical
Infrastructure (CPI) schemes
which provides opportunities for
both skilled and unskilled labour.
Since the outbreak of COVID-19
in March 2020, 79 CPI schemes
were initiated throughout the
SUCCESS programme districts
and 200 were completed with the
number of households benefitting
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from the completed CPI schemes
coming up to 17,771. In this time
frame, about 10-15% of the total
cost of one CPI scheme in a TRDP
district went towards daily wage
labour. The CPI schemes also
promoted societal acceptance of
women in professional leadership
capacities. The women members
of Village Organisation (VO)
‘Channa’ in SRSO district Larkana
managed the implementation
process of a tube well which was
completed in April 2020 to benefit
70-80 households and earned the
women great respect from their
village men.
Responding to Monsoon-Induced
Flash Floods
The monsoon downpour in the
Kirthar mountain range deluged
the flood protective dyke of the
Nai Gaj Dam at seven points,
causing massive flooding in the
Kachho region of Taluka Johi in
TRDP district Dadu. On Friday,
7th August, 2020 most of area
of Johi was submerged with
the water-level rising to 28 feet.
Entire villages were swept away
with massive losses in lives and
properties. TRDP had issued an
alert before the monsoon spell
and engaged social organisers
and community resource persons
(CRPs) with a list of precautionary
measures to be adopted during
the monsoon rainfalls. When the
floods struck, TRDP contributed
three motor boats, fuel, and 115

VO ‘Channa’ members by the tube well
CPI scheme in SRSO district Larkana

volunteers and partnered with
the Sindh Government, Pakistan
Army, and Saylani Welfare Trust in
implementing a rescue and relief
efforts for the flood victims. These
efforts included mobile medical
clinics along with free medicines
in 80 villages, cash grants of PKR
12,000 given to 230 flood-affected
families, necessary household
and hygiene items given to 800
families, and mobility aids for 100
elderly people.

TRDP volunteer participating
in flood rescue and relief work
in Johi, Dadu

CULTURE

SUSTAINING PHYSICAL HUMAN
BONDS IN A VIRTUAL REALITY
The sudden onset of the COVID-19
pandemic signified a drastic shift
towards digitisation and virtual
reality at a global level. For the
EU-funded SUCCESS programme,
it signified a major readjustment
in the project’s implementation
framework. The RSPN SUCCESS
team could no longer conduct
field visits for research,
monitoring, and evaluation
activities and had to rely instead
on extensive online meetings with
RSP field partners, rural women
partners, and other stakeholders
for carrying out necessary
activities like focus group

discussions, telephonic survey
data collection, etc. COVID-19
precautionary measures meant
that yearly visibility events like
LSO conventions, RSPN retreats,
and physical conferences were
out of the question. As a result,
a major revision of the SUCCESS
communications strategy was
undertaken by RSPN, SRSO,
NRSP, and TRDP. In keeping with
rising global trends, a range of
new efforts was launched to
maintain current outreach and
expand to new audiences while
building in-house capacity. Two
undergraduate students from

iO-The Space webinar poster of rural perspectives
on COVID-19 featuring SUCCESS

Habib University, Karachi were
signed up for a 3-month long
virtual internship. Social media
posts were diversified to include
videos clips, and posters. The
project’s first in-house produced
short film was submitted to the
national film contest “It Happens
Only in Pakistan” organised by
Pakistan’s Dawn and Germany’s
Deutsche Welle media groups. A
COVID-19 community response

newsletter with 6 issues was
launched which was later
expanded into a fully-fledged
monthly e-magazine called
“What’s Next For SUCCESS” with 3
issues to date. SUCCESS was also
featured at one national webinar,
one international conference, and
secured a place in the C20 Civil
Society Group of the G20 Global
Economic Summit in October
2020.

ADVOCACY

JOINT DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE (JDC)
MEETINGS IN LARKANA
Two JDC meetings of Taluka
Larkana & Taluka Rato Dero
in SRSO district Larkana were
held on 19th and 20th August,
2020 respectively for LSO
representatives to present their
village development plans, discuss

present challenges, and propose
strategies for improving access
to public social services with local
government authorities. Both
meetings were presided over by
the Assistant Commissioners with
participation by representatives

JDC meeting between community and
government stakeholders in Taluka Rato Dero
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from government line
departments i.e. Education,
Health, Agriculture, Social Welfare,
secretaries of Union Councils, and
SRSO staff. The District Manager
gave detailed presentations in
both meetings regarding the
progress and achievements
made by the Talukas under the
EU-funded SUCCESS programme.
The list of CPI schemes was
shared to avoid overlapping
and duplication of efforts. Selfhelp initiatives of Community
Institutions and the role of

LSOs in the COVID-19 frontline
response were highlighted by the
Taluka LSO Network Chairperson.
The Assistant Commissioners
directed the line departments
to assure their full support to
LSO representatives regarding
LSO registration, plantation
drives, and livestock vaccinations.
The Assistant Commissioners
and government officials
applauded the Community
Institutions' efforts in community
development.

as of September 2020

849,797

RSPN SUCCESS TEAM MADE FIRST POST
COVID-19 FIELD VISIT TO SINDH
with three women journalists to
highlight the impact of SUCCESS
on women’s health and economic
empowerment in TRDP district
Jamshoro. A short report on the
local rope-making work of the
organised rural community was
aired on national TV channel Neo
News. A joint review meeting
of all SUCCESS implementing
partner RSPs and RSPN held at
the NRSP Office in Hyderabad,
and a campus meeting with the
professors and 2020 SUCCESS
student interns at Habib
University Karachi.

TREE PLANTATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSERVATION IN TANDO ALLAHYAR

HOUSEHOLDS
COVERED BY POVERTY
SCORECARD SURVEY

596,405

29,815
WOMEN COMMUNITY
ORGANISATIONS (COs)FORMED

ORGANISED HOUSEHOLDS

3,428

313

WOMEN VILLAGE
ORGANISATIONS (VOs) FORMED

COMMUNITY

After a 6-month ‘work from home’
hiatus, the RSPN SUCCESS team
made its first post COVID-19 field
trip to Sindh from 28th September
to 2nd October, 2020. The visit
coincided with the completion of
the SUCCESS programme’s 5th
project year in September 2020.
The objectives of the week-long
field visit comprised monitoring
the ongoing Randomised Control
Trial (RTC) midline survey and
data collection process of the
financial access intervention of
SUCCESS on poor households in
NRSP districts Tando Allahyar, as
well as organising a media visit

Key Performance Indicators (KPI)

LOCAL SUPPORT ORGANISATIONS
(LSOs) FORMED

COMMUNITY INVESTMENT FUND (CIF)

1,904

88,238
HOUSEHOLDS BENEFITING

MILLIONS (PKR) AMOUNT OF CIF
DISBURSED TO POOR HOUSEHOLDS

INCOME GENERATING GRANTS (IGGs)

536

34,872
HOUSEHOLDS BENEFITING

MILLIONS (PKR) AMOUNT OF CIF
DISBURSED TO POOR HOUSEHOLDS

TECHNICAL & VOCATIONAL SKILLS TRAININGS

22,365

PEOPLE TRAINED IN TECHNICAL AND
VOCATIONAL SKILLS TRAININGS

COMMUNITY PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE SCHEMES (CPIs)

78,803

393

HOUSEHOLDS BENEFITING

MILLIONS (PKR) COST

811
SCHEMES COMPLETED

MICRO HEALTH INSURANCE

137,130

HOUSEHOLDS INSURED UNDER
MICRO HEALTH INSURANCE SCHEME

16,727

PATIENTS TREATED WITH
PKR 212 MILLION
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LSO ‘Shaikh Moosa’ and LSO
‘Kamaro’ in district Tando Allahyar
launched a tree plantation
campaign with the support
of NRSP. A 1000 plants were
given by the Environmental and
Natural Resource Management
(ENRM) Sector of NRSP to each
LSO for distribution among
the rural communities through

the women-led Community
Institutions fostered under the
EU-funded SUCCESS programme.
The plantation campaign was
attended by female community
activists and Community
Institution representatives
who actively participated in the
environmental conservation
activity.
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